Abstract
Introduction

20
High permeability fracture networks and high oil viscosities often exceeding one million cP 21 reduce the efficiency of conventional and current thermal recovery methods from naturally 22 fractured heavy oil and bitumen reservoirs often resulting in uneconomical recovery 1 . These 23 types of reservoirs represent huge hydrocarbon resources that are only marginally exploited.
24
The Canadian Grosmont formation alone is estimated to contain 406.5 billion bbl of heavy oil 25 and bitumen in place 2 . Considerable efforts are being made to develop methods that could 26 achieve economic oil recovery from these resources. The key to increasing recovery is a 27 reduction of oil viscosity which is usually achieved by increasing the oil temperature or by oil 28 dilution with a solvent.
29
A small increase in temperature has the potential to reduce the oil viscosity by several orders 30 of magnitude 3, 4 . Different methods such as in-situ combustion 5 , cyclic steam stimulation 6 , 31 steam assisted gravity drainage (SAGD) 3, 7, 8 , and their derivatives expanding solvent steam-
32
assisted gravity drainage (ES-SAGD) [9] [10] [11] , Steam-Over-Solvent (SOS) 12 , Steam Alternating 33 Solvent 12 and the Solvent Aided Process (SAP) 13 have demonstrated promising solutions for 34 unlocking and producing heavy oil from clastic reservoirs.
35
Adding a solvent achieves comparable viscosity reduction with a lower injection temperature 36 than in pure thermal processes. Because the heat is usually generated via the combustion of 37 fossil fuels, adding a solvent to the mixture has the added benefit of reducing the carbon 38 emissions and cost associated with heat generation. However, it should be noted that injecting 39 a solvent also has an associated cost (mainly due to purchasing the solvent) and the viscosity 40 of the oil is only reduced when well mixed with the solvent. Many investigations have been 41 performed that demonstrate the enhancement of oil and bitumen mobility by dilution with 42 solvents. Zirrahi et al. in 2017 also showed that the presence of water in the reservoir can have 43 a large impact on solvent solubility in bitumen thereby effecting the density and viscosity 15, 16 .
44
The discussed processes may involve challenges when applied to fractured heavy oil reservoirs 69 due to the high permeability contrast between matrix and fractures, which will result in a poor 70 energy efficiency and early breakthrough. Therefore, studies have been conducted to explore 71 solutions for heavy oil recovery from this type of reservoir over the last couple of years.
72
Experimental studies have shown that hot solvent techniques have the potential to improve 73 heavy oil recovery from fractured reservoirs but gave limited insight into the mechanisms that solvent has a longer time to diffuse into the bitumen before breakthrough occurs 30 . Gravity 83 enhanced recovery using cold liquid solvents has also been explored. Kahrobaei 
131
Modelling thermal and non-thermal oil recovery from fractured reservoir has been mainly 132 performed using the dual porosity approach where the majority of the oil is stored in low 133 permeability matrix blocks and the convective mass transfer occurs in fractures 43 . Heat 134 diffusion is usually quicker than the mass (solvent) diffusion by at least an order of magnitude.
135
This makes the modelling of the process complex as a dual boundary layer problem is created.
136
In the first boundary layer both dilution and heating of the oil act to lower the viscosity of the 
179
The mass transfer process is a combination of convection and diffusion and expressed in the 180 general form as Equation (1) assuming that the fluids and rock matrix are incompressible.
182
Where C is the volumetric solvent concentration, t is time, is porosity and is the flow 183 velocity vector. In a porous media the effective diffusion coefficient, given by Equation (2),
184
is used as it takes into account the porosity , pore constrictivity , the pore tortuosity and 185 is the solvent-oil molecular diffusion coefficient 48 .
187
Previous modelling attempts have shown that the mass diffusion coefficient should be
188
represented by a concentration dependant relationship 45, 46 . in Equation (2) Equations (6) and (7) in a 3-D system.
204
Where P is the pore fluid pressure, is the fluid mixture viscosity, is the fluid mixture 205 density and is acceleration due to gravity. The matrix domain is assumed to be homogeneous 206 and isotropic which reduces the permeability vector k to the scalar value k.
207
Previous studies have assumed that oil and solvent mix ideally 31, 46 . This has been confirmed 208 experimentally using aromatic solvents 49 expressed using the volume fraction relationship as in Equation (8) where and are volume 216 fractions of solvent and oil respectively. This can be expressed using the volumetric solvent 217 concentration, C, in Equation (9).
220
Where and are the oil and solvent densities. This can be expressed in a dimensionless form by dividing by as in Equation (11) and is given by Equation (12) . As this study 222 assumes the injection of pure solvent then can also be replaced with .
The mixture viscosity can be expressed by combining the Lederer and Butler relationships to 227 account for both solvent concentration and temperature as shown in Equation (13) 20 , and the 228 exponent is given by Equation (14) . with temperature is assumed to be negligible. This can be rearranged to form Equation (15) 236 where , represents oil viscosity at initial reservoir temperature.
238
Where,
The dimensionless thermal viscosity reduction term is defined as the ratio between oil 243 viscosity at initial and injected solvent temperature.
244
The pressure can be expressed in a dimensionless form, as Equation (19) where L is the 245 characteristic length of the matrix block.
Therefore, the mass transport equation can be given in a dimensionless form as Equation (20) 248 in dimensionless coordinates , and , and is the unit normal vector in the z-direction.
Where, Where the Péclet number, , represents the ratio of gravity assisted convective transfer to 258 diffusive mass transfer, and is the kinematic oil viscosity. The initial and boundary
259
conditions are as below and , represents the solvent concentration at any point in the matrix.
The pressure field can by calculated by applying the non-divergent flow field condition,
263
Equation (29).
This can be expressed in a dimensionless form as Equation (30) .
266
• (
The initial pressure in the fracture and matrix is assumed to be hydrostatic. It is further assumed 268 that the solvent concentration in the fracture is constant and therefore the pressure in the 269 fracture is also constant. Therefore, the fracture pressure at any depth, h, beneath the top of the 270 matrix block is given by Equation (31) . Assuming that the pressure at the top of the matrix,
271
= 0, this can be expressed in a dimensionless form as Equation (32) by dividing by ,
272
and ℎ is the dimensionless depth in the fracture.
The heat transfer equation can be formed by combining Fick's law of heat diffusion and the 276 principle of conservation of heat as in Equation (33). The effective thermal conductivity can be calculated assuming a serial connection, Equation
293
(39) and expressed in a dimensionless form as Equation (40) by dividing by .
296 Therefore, the dimensionless heat transfer equation is given by Equation (41) . then be studied using a hot injected solvent and another sensitivity study shows the response 317 of the system to different thermal properties. 
Isothermal solvent injection
319
The injected solvent will always be more mobile than the native oil. However, due to the matrix 320 permeability the solvent may have high or low mobility. In a system with high solvent mobility fractures. This figure also shows Raleigh-Taylor instabilities underneath the oil saturated 326 region which occur when a more dense fluid is situated above a less dense fluid 54,55 . These will 327 help to increase the rate of recovery. A convective dominated system will result in high 328 recovery rates which is more likely to be economically feasible. Therefore, it is important to 329 understand the behaviour of the system under different conditions. 
341
To determine the number of cells and time step size to be used in the rest of this study a has an effect on oil recovery at later times. A low Péclet number represents a system where 360 permeability is very low and the oil is highly immobile, and therefore mass transfer is diffusion 361 dominated. A high viscosity ratio represents a low solvent viscosity or a high oil viscosity.
362
As the solvent viscosity decreases the oil-solvent mixture becomes more mobile and therefore 363 mass transfer becomes more convective which reduces oil recovery time. The convective flow 364 is entirely driven by gravity and therefore large differences in the density between the oil and 365 the solvent increases the convective behaviour of the system and increases the oil recovery rate.
366
If the solvent mobility is low then the density ratio will have little to no effect on the behaviour 367 of the system and if there is no difference in density the mass transfer is entirely diffusive as 368 there is no potential to drive convective flow.
369
The concentration dependant diffusion exponent, n, is dependent on the specific solvent-oil 370 system and determined experimentally. 
2700
The results shown in Figure 3 show that this model has a close match with the experimental 
Hot solvent injection
424
In this study, simultaneous heat and mass transfer during the oil recovery processes from Table 2 which are calculated from the values in Table 3 and porosity, = 0.2. The thermal
433
properties of the system are unlikely to change greatly with different solid and fluid samples. Figure 6 shows that using hot solvent with a high value of can greatly reduce recovery time.
434
438
With very high injection temperatures, the rate of recovery remains roughly constant compared 
473
In order to analyse the effect of heat diffusion on the mass transfer and recovery process, a 474 sensitivity analysis of Lewis numbers was conducted. Figure 10 shows that increasing the
475
Lewis number, Le, increases the rate of oil recovery. This is a result of increased heat 476 conduction from the solvent in the fractures into the matrix block which is quicker than solvent 477 diffusion. Therefore, heat diffusion reduces the viscosity of the oil in the centre of the block 478 earlier than solvent penetration to that depth.
479
The effect of Lewis number is greater at higher temperatures when the oil viscosity decreases 
490
Temperature profiles within the matrix block are shown in Figure 11 for one of the most highly The Lewis number is unlikely to be less than 10 in typical oil reservoirs and Figure 12 shows 
507
The viscosity relationship uses an exponent m which usually has the value of 3-4 for heavy oil-508 solvent systems and it is determined experimentally. The recovery curves in Figure 13 show 
Solvent injection temperature optimisation algorithm
514
The main purpose of this work is to develop a method by which the applicability of a hot 515 solvent assisted gravity drainage process in a naturally fractured reservoir can be assessed 
533
The developed optimisation algorithm is shown in Figure 15 and aims to quickly determine 534 qualitatively if increased injection temperature has any effect on oil recovery in addition to 535 quantitatively estimating recovery times or target injection temperatures. The first step is to 536 select a solvent considering that low solvent density and viscosity increase the recovery rate.
537
Next the dimensionless parameters Péclet number, , and viscosity ratio, , can be 538 calculated using the matrix and fluid properties. Once these are known, the corresponding 539 graph from Figure 14 can be found. At this point the graphs can be used in two separate ways. thermal viscosity reduction term required to achieve this target recovery time can be read from 545 the optimisation graph. This can be used to determine the injection temperature required to 546 achieve this recovery factor from the oil properties using empirical relationships or 547 experimental data. A similar approach could also be taken to prepare graphs similar to Figure   548 14 but for a different recovery factor. The governing equations detailed in section 2 must be discretised before solving numerically.
605
The momentum equation, Equation (30) , is expressed in a discretised form as Equation (A.1).
606
The spatial derivatives have been expressed using first order finite difference approximations.
607
As there is no temporal derivative in this equation, this can be solved at any time as long as the The solvent concentration equation, Equation (20) , is expressed in a discretised form as is evaluated using the criteria in Equation (A.5). If there is no vertical flow across the cell face the terms for momentum, mass or heat flux across 645 that boundary can be ignored for the cell being considered.
646
The values at the boundaries require the flow direction which is unknown at the next time level.
647
Therefore the flow direction from the previous time step is always used. This means that when 648 solving for the concentration at + ∆ , the flow directions at time t are used instead. 
A.3 Initial and boundary conditions
